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Hello to all Fleetville Diaries members and friends.
A WALK ALONG BRAMPTON ROAD

If you joined us on a walk around the streets of Fleetville a few
years back you may recall we paused outside the gates of
Verulam School and looked across the road to the terraces which
had formed the northern edge of the Slade building estate. The
very first completed homes in Brampton Road were those
between Sandfield and Harlesden roads. Although we know
nothing about the builder or the owner of the houses, numbers 66
to 76, downhill from Sandfield Road, are jointly given the name
Tarn Taran Cottages. Combined bays and projecting porches,
supported on ballustraded wooden arches, they provide some of
the more attractive frontages of the early homes. Their first
tenants appeared in the 1903 directories. Perhaps we do know
one fact about the owner of these homes; Tarn Taran is a key town in the Punjab, northern India. Could the
owner have been a retired officer of the British Army in India? The photo on the right shows one of the
remaining enamel street signs made by St Peter’s Rural Council in 1906.

BRASS SPECIALISTS

This press photo came my way recently, partly
because the sender thought he recognised the
building behind. The Salvation Army was all over the
country and it regularly held Bandmasters Councils
in major cities. Today we would call them weekend
conferences. The largest was always in London, and
in 1908 an excursion was arranged to St Albans so
that the bandmasters could inspect the factory where
the instruments their bandsmen played were
manufactured and subsequently repaired – notice,
no bandswomen, at least not on the excursion. The
picture was actually taken outside the main entrance
of the Campfield Road printing section – the musical
instrument works were further along the road.
Thanks to Roger for spotting the picture.

SMART NUMBER 42

On a daily walk Terry has noticed a recent
improvement to the lower end of Camp View Road.
Many readers will have recalled the Haynes general
store (below) at number 42 from a photo dated
c1907. On one of our FD walks we pointed out that
remains of the shop fascia were still visible. Gordon
Price ran the shop in the 1960s but it has long
become residential. But look at it today. A smart
frontage and doorway, picket fence, and a brand
new first floor
street plate to
replace the
original.

DO WE KNOW IF THIS IS CORRECT?
“Originally the road was to be called "Romans Gate", but
events overtook things. This is the name on the entrance to
Princess Diana Drive on our side and opposite us. Ours is
hidden behind the shrubs. I believe that there was a petition
to change it back, but it needed 100% support from
residents, which presumably it didn't get.”

David found this out from the owner of a house
in Princess Diana Drive, Highfield Park. A
Google photo reveals both a street plate and
Romans Gate set into the boundary wall of the
house at the entrance to the development at Hill
End Lane. A search for a similar wall and
named stone at the southern end of Princess
Diana Drive was not successful, so it seems
unlikely that Romans Gate was intended to be
the original street name. Highfield Park was
given over to a number of developers – and we
will have to go in search of the story of this
1990s residential area – but this gateway development seems to have been named. It is possible that
another gateway development may have been similarly named; perhaps Britons Gate or Saxon Gate.
Residents of Highfield may be able to solve this mystery.
Please remember: all Fleetville
Diaries’ events have been
postponed until further notice,
and will be cancelled if they
cannot be reconvened. Diaries
for the second half of the year
are likely to be very crowded!
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REMEMBER 2012?
The BBC has promised to show highlights from the 2012 London Olympics – what a joyous year that was!
We will also be treated to a re-run of the entire opening ceremony. While we wait for this treat, here are
photos taken at Queen’s Court as the Torch Relay passed along Hatfield Road on the 8th July of that year.
While there is no record of the wheelchair participant (left), torchbearer Farida Ussmane (right) walks
toward the throng at the heart of Fleetville. Were you there too?

NEXT NEWSLETTER

We hope you enjoy receiving these little newsletters – by all means pass
them on to friends. We will have another collection of news for you
shortly. You can also contribute and we will be delighted to receive
pictures, news, discoveries … and as you can see, they can be brief.
Email Mike at mikeneighbour@mac.com to comment or to add
contributions.

